Small Size, Big Light: New Radiant Series Lanterns Available from Nite Ize
BOULDER, Colo., July, 26, 2017– Using designs and materials in ways never seen before, Nite Ize® pushes the
limits of innovation to create accessories that are not only unique but useful. Their latest innovations in compact
lighting include the Radiant® 200 Collapsible Lantern + Flashlight and Radiant 100 Mini Lantern.*
The Radiant 200 Collapsible Lantern + Flashlight packs a powerful one-two
punch providing 200 Lumens of brightness in an impressively compact and
durable body. This versatile lighting tool handles all illumination needs and
uniquely functions as a traditional lantern, lantern and downlight
combination, or handheld flashlight. The convenient carabiner handle
allows the lantern to be clipped, carried or hung just about anywhere and,
when hung in lantern and downlight combination mode, provides allaround area lighting without casting a shadow below the lantern. As the
name implies, the Radiant 200 can be collapsed with an easy sliding motion
which transforms it into a convenient handheld flashlight or simply into a
more compact size for packing and storage. Powered by four AA batteries
giving it more than a six hour run time on high, plus being water and
impact resistant, this collapsible lantern plus flashlight is great for both
indoor and outdoor lighting. MSRP $29.99.

The Radiant 100 Mini Lantern boasts 100 Lumens and features a soft
silicone dome that squishes down when packed or compressed. The multimode push button activates both high and low white LED modes as well as
a red LED mode. It also features an integrated two-position carabiner clip
that can be conveniently hung from the middle as a down-light or from the
side, flat against a wall. Both water and impact resistant, this little lantern is
ideal for any adventure. Powered by three AAA batteries, the Radiant 100
will run on high for up to eight hours. MSRP $15.99.
For more information about these new lanterns from Nite Ize, visit
NiteIze.com.
About Nite Ize:

Founded on the principles of creativity and innovation, Nite Ize designs, manufactures and distributes solutionbased products with quality and performance at their core. Headquartered in Boulder, Colo., the company
celebrates its 28th anniversary in 2017 and offers more than 500 innovative products and accessories in seven
unique categories: Mobile, Hardware, LED Lights + Accessories, Bike, Fitness, Pet, and Games + Fun. Still
captained by its founder and CEO, Rick Case, the Nite Ize team is passionate about their products, their
customers, their partners and the environment.
For more information, please visit NiteIze.com.
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*Note:

Nite Ize is proud to support the ANSI/NEMA FL1 standards for LED lighting tools. All performance data is measured to these
standards.

